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Start with a structured and guided onboarding approach
Onboarding packages

Onboarding packages are designed to support new customers looking to stand up their new application security tools quickly. These 
well-defined packages provide a structured approach to guide you through onboarding, deployment, and success planning for any new 
Synopsys application security tool. 

Packages are offered in tiers to ensure your service level requirements are right-sized to your business needs. 

Deploy and expand your Synopsys tools throughout your organization  
Expert services

Ready to expand your tools beyond your initial implementation? Our expert services allow you to lean on expert guidance when you are 
ready to mature an existing deployment or further expand your tools across your organization. You can engage with our Synopsys team 
on a frequency that works for you by purchasing expert service hours.

Tackle complex or unique implementations with a tailored delivery plan
Custom solutions

For customers looking for a more tailored delivery and implementation, custom solutions are a perfect fit. Each custom solution consists 
of a proposal outlining agreed-upon resources and deliverables that match your organization’s unique goals.

Need security services beyond Synopsys tools?
If your project requires broader services, the Synopsys consulting team has over 400 security experts who can craft a solution specific to each 
customer. Synopsys consultants help organizations evaluate, stand up, and mature a multitude of software security programs and initiatives. 

The Synopsys consulting team can deliver:

• A Maturity Action Plan (MAP) to remediate identified security gaps
• Software security intelligently mapped out into your SDLC to drive CI/CD initiatives
• Guidance and a plan to move and secure applications to the cloud
• A process to thoughtfully manage open source software

Learn more
If you want to learn more about implementation and deployment services for your Synopsys tools or broader security initiatives, please 
reach out to your Synopsys sales representative our contact us directly at sig-info@synopsys.com. 

The Synopsys difference
Synopsys helps development teams build secure, high-quality software, minimizing risks while maximizing speed and productivity. 
Synopsys, a recognized leader in application security, provides static analysis, software composition analysis, and dynamic analysis 
solutions that enable teams to quickly find and fix vulnerabilities and defects in proprietary code, open source components, and 
application behavior. 

For more information about the Synopsys 
Software Integrity Group, visit us online at  
www.synopsys.com/software.
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